Arrivals to the Jamboree

Do you want your NSO’s IST and contingent members to speed through the on-site arrivals process? Here are some key steps to complete to make the arrivals process proceed as smoothly as possible.

- **Fees** – Ensure your NSO has paid all applicable fees for the contingent, including ISTs, prior to arrival
- **Registrations**
  - Ensure all IST and contingent members attending are registered and NSO-approved in the Jamboree registration system
  - Ensure all IST and contingent members have completed their consents and acknowledgements
  - Using the registration system, place contingent participants into units
- **Health History** – Ensure all IST and contingent members have completed their electronic online World Scout Jamboree health history
- **Safe From Harm** – Ensure all adult IST and adult contingent members have completed Safe From Harm training AND bring a record of their completion along with them to avoid having to complete the course on-site
- **Be Prepared**
  - To answer questions about whether there have been changes to your contingent’s **roster**, in case there is a need to update attendance and credentials
  - To answer questions regarding contingent members’ **health** during the previous 24-hour period
- **Travel**
  - Register your IST and contingent members’ travel with our transportation coordinator, [TMS](#)
    - **If arriving at official airport entry points**, CLT (Charlotte, North Carolina) or CRW (Charleston, West Virginia), register airline, flight number(s), arrival and departure times
• **NOTE that Charleston, South Carolina is NOT an official Jamboree airport entry point**
• If arriving at official rail entry point, PRC (Prince, West Virginia), register train number, arrival and departure times
• If arriving directly to the JW and Hazel Ruby Welcome Center on US Highway 19 via privately-arranged transportation, register a request for privately-arranged arrival and departure times
  ▪ Recognize travel time to the Jamboree may be 5 hours or more, depending on your IST and contingent members’ arrival airport
  ▪ Adhere to the timetable TMS provides for your IST and contingent members